
Product Catalogue.  

EverCase massively reduces waste across the cold supply chain by storing food and 
biologicals way below 0°C without ice formation, so they are kept as fresh.

Our breakthrough technology for never-frozen, long-shelf-life foods and medical products 
returns profitable inventory management to food service, grocers, producers, shippers, 
and consumers.

EverCase™ solutions can be customized for your specific needs.

Check us out at www.evercase.cool and drop us a line to see how we can help you 
recapture profits from your perishable products.
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http://www.evercase.cool/


EverCase™ Retail 
Display Supercooler

Extended shelf life for 
high value seafood, 
meats, produce, and 
prepared foods. 

Foods stored from    -
5°C to -12°C remain as 
fresh, safe from 
spoilage and 
undamaged by hard 
freezing.

Works well as point-of-
sale and as back-of-
store operations, to 
manage inventory, 
retain quality, and 
reduce loss from 
spoilage.
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EverCase™
AvoKeeper™

Avocados are 
wonderful but their 
ideal freshness window 
is frustratingly narrow.  
Now, keep your 
avocados in prime form 
for weeks at home and 
accessible on your 
benchtop.
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EverCase™
supercooling bin for 
walk-in freezers

Aimed at food service 
and restaurant 
customers with walk-in 
food storage freezers, 
EverCase supercooling 
bins can extend fresh 
shelf life for expensive 
inventory items.  Just 
plug in to power and 
place anywhere in your 
walk-in freezer, set to 
between -12°C and 0°C.

You get all the benefits 
of freezing but no 
solidification from ice 
forming. It provides ‘As 
Fresh’ quality.
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EverCase™ supercooling cabinet set for 
walk-in freezers

Aimed at food service and restaurant 
customers with walk-in food storage 
freezers, EverCase supercooling cabinets 
can extend fresh shelf life to expensive 
inventory items.  Just plug in to power and 
place anywhere in your walk-in freezer, set 
to between -12°C and 0°C.

Our cabinets automatically compensate 
for temperature fluctuations within the 
freezer space, to hold food at a steady 
sub-0°C temperature.  Thanks to our 
supercooling technology, foods retain 
their freshness but will never actually 
freeze.



EverCase™ Saddlebag™
supercooling rack 
storage

For cold-storage 
facilities, fishing vessel 
holds, rail cars, and 
trucking transport, our 
Saddlebag™ bins and 
supercooling racks are 
expandable to fit any 
interior space within a 
freezer room.  A great 
solution to store fresh 
stone fruits, broccoli, 
leafy greens and other 
produce, as well as 
seafood and meats.
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EverCase™ Freshipper™

Shipping high-value 
products great 
distances incurs both 
transport costs and 
GHG emissions. 

EverCase™ Freshipper™
solutions opens global 
markets to never-frozen 
products. 

Ideal for seafood, high-
value meats, leafy 
greens, and prepared 
goods to arrive in as-
fresh condition.
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EverCase™
Supercooling modified 
reach-in freezers 

Home and commercial 
reach-in freezers can be 
modified to support 
supercooling. 

Adding EverCase 
supercooling bins to the 
standard frame of a 
freezer brings extended 
shelf life to fresh foods.

In a standard freezer, 
drawers can be 
dedicated to hard 
freezing for items like 
ice ,and the EverCsae
drawer to keep fresh 
food for longer.
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EverCase™
Supercooling for Blood 
and Tissues

Blood supplies are 
famously under strain.  
Supercooling allows 
hospitals and 
emergency medical 
services to retain 
supplies of whole blood 
in good condition for 
considerably longer 
than is currently 
possible.
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EverCase™ fresh 
whole-tuna storage 
and transport

Never-frozen whole 
tuna can be stored and 
shipped globally, to 
maximize price and 
reduce waste and 
spoilage

EverCase large-format 
supercooling solutions 
are designed for whole-
carcass products 
including seafood, 
lamb, beef, and pork 
products.
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EverCase™ solutions for 
refrigerated trucking

Surface shipping of 
refrigerated foods is a 
stressful business, limited 
by short shelf-life times 
and short distribution 
distances.

EverCase offers surface 
shippers precious extra 
time to cope with traffic 
and other disruptions and 
greater distance options 
by extending fresh shelf 
life from days to weeks.
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Food and biological waste is huge.

We need to prevent waste before it starts

EverCase is a new approach to preserving food and biologicals that 
offers all the benefits of freezing but with none of the downside. 

Let’s leave the ice age behind.  Let’s EverCase.
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